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Angie Roseland runs The Sweet Dreams Bake Shop in the seacoast town of Sweet Cove,

Massachusetts. The building's new owners are not renewing the bake shop's lease and Angie is

running out of time to find a new location. When one of the town's long-time residents is murdered,

Angie finds herself on the suspect list. With the help of her three sisters and a huge orange cat,

Angie works to uncover the killer's identity.A cozy mystery with recipes !This story has some mild

paranormal elements.The main mystery is solved in each book but you will enjoy the series more if

the books are read in order as some story threads run from book to book. In The Sweet Cove

Mystery series:1. The Sweet Dreams Bake Shop2. Murder So Sweet 3. Sweet Secrets 4. Sweet

Deceit 5. Sweetness and Light6. Home Sweet Home7. Sweet Fire and StoneAnd more to come

!Thank you for reading
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The story was ok, the ending was a little abrupt. The book is less than 200 pages, so maybe a few

extra pages would have rounded the story out. The story does leave you with a hook in the form of



a character not fully disclosed. All in all it's average. I'm not sorry I read it but not excited to read the

next one in the series.

This is the first time I have read a book by this author.I really enjoyed the book it is a quick read and

combines the 2 best things, murder and baking. :)The characters are clear in the book and there is a

great flow.I love cozy mystery books.

This story was near and dear my heart as I am a cake decorator and jewelry designer. This was a

great story. I thought for sure I had it figured out. There is even a bit of mystery that wasn't revealed.

I hope we learn more in the next book.

Book 1:Angie Roseland has always wanted to run a bake shop, so after looking around for the

perfect location she finds the seaside town of Sweet Cove, MA. Her darling little shop is called The

Sweet Dreams Bake Shop. After being in the current location the buildingâ€™s new owner has

decided not to renew Angieâ€™s lease. Time is running out for finding a new location. All her

regulars are disappointed and Angie fears she may have to leave Sweet Cove and find a location

somewhere else.A retired teacher who will only allow Angie to make her morning coffee is murdered

on her front door steps. Angie maybe a suspect as her coffee is found next to the body. With the

help of her sisters, Jenna (Angieâ€™s twin),Ellie and Courtney the search for the murder begins.

The most important of searching revolves around a large orange cat and of course there are mild

paranormal elements to the story.The story is good, pulls you along in the search and the recipes at

the end are wonderful. Looking forward to Book 2.

This was pretty insipid and I'm sorry to have wasted the time. Not my style. Sometimes it is okay to

just pass the time with a light mystery but this is so cutesey and brainless it left a bad taste in my

mouth. Main character blushes around a man, goes a cliche weak in knees, and 'makes eyes' at

him. If you do like the style (I will not be picking a cozy mystery again) the actual mystery is okay

until it is revealed to be for little reason. It ends abruptly with cliffhanger s regarding other possibly

nefarious characters, and some late breaking hints at supernatural esp type thing. Plus a cat who

seems too rescue people from murders. Yuck. Actual writing is fine content not worthwhile.

This is an entertaining book. Since the building , which houses Angie's Sweet Dreams Bake Shop,

has not renewed her lease, she is looking for a new location. It is not easy to find something that



she can afford. A customer, is murdered and in her will leaves her Victorian home to Angie. With the

house, she also leaves an inheritance to remodel it. Angie invites her 3 sisters to come and live and

work ther.Idon't want to give away much of the story here, so you will have to buy the book to see

what happens to the sisters and the Victorian!

Loved this book. Great characters with lots of fun things about each person. Good suspense too.

Easy and fast reading. I look forward to getting the rest of this series. Thank you!!!!

This was boring. I didn't care about any of the characters because we aren't given a physical

description about anyone, nor are the characters given any character. So, basically you are just

reading dialog between various people. Even the parts where the murderer is revealed, there is no

excitement. Before the murder is revealed, there is no build-up. Just blah blah, the end. Pass on this

series, unless you have trouble falling asleep. I read it every night and it put me to sleep every time.
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